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Abstract—There have been studies that consider optimizing network applications in an online learning context using multi-armed bandit models. However, existing frameworks are problematic as they only consider finding the optimal decisions to minimize the regret, but neglect the constraints (or guarantee) requirements that may be excessively violated. In this paper, we formulate the stochastic constrained multi-armed bandit model with either “time-varying” or “stochastic” multi-level rewards for network application optimizations with guarantee by taking both regret and violation into consideration. Alongside this model, we design two constrained multi-armed bandit policies, Learning with Guarantee with time-Varying rewards (LG-V) and Learning with Guarantee with Stochastic rewards (LG-S), with provable sub-linear regret and violation bounds. Moreover, we illustrate how our policies can be applied to several emerging network application optimizations, namely, (1) opportunistic multichannel selection, (2) data-guaranteed mobile crowdsensing, and (3) stability-guaranteed crowdsourced transcoding. To show the effectiveness of LG-V and LG-S in optimizing these applications with different requirements, we also conduct extensive simulations by comparing both LG-V and LG-S with existing state-of-the-art policies. We also show the impact of parameter variations, namely, the variations of the guarantee threshold and the number of selected arms, on the regrets and violations of LG-V and LG-S.

Index Terms—Multi-armed bandit, network application optimization, online learning, performance guarantee, stochastic rewards, time-varying rewards

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the ubiquitous deployment of network applications, network application optimization has become increasingly important so as to differentiate one application from others but also to provide the best possible experience for its users. When considering performance optimization for different network applications, a common feature is to make judicious decisions to perform an optimization task. For example, in an opportunistic multichannel access network [1], a secondary user needs to choose appropriate channels to use to increase his/her throughput for faster transmissions. In mobile crowdsensing [2], a task organizer needs to select proper participants to improve the quality of crowdsensed data. In crowdsourced live stream transcoding [3], a platform needs to schedule transcoding assignments to suitable viewers so to speed up live stream transcoding process.
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Setting the right parametric values is an essential prerequisite in making optimization decisions for the network applications. Many previous works in the literature assume that the parameters are known as a priori knowledge. However, the parameters of an application are not fixed, and can even vary with the decisions or even change over time. For instance, in the opportunistic multichannel access network, it is assumed in [4] that the statistical information of the channels, such as the probabilities that channels are free and the throughput of the channels are fully available to the channel users. In practice, however, due to the uncertainty in channel utilization or environmental noise, these statistics are not fixed as a priori and must be estimated by the users.

Therefore, to optimize a network application when its parameters are unknown, it is natural to consider the optimization in an online learning context, where the decision maker is not required to possess prior knowledge but will continuously estimate the parameters as observations are made. Within this context, the multi-armed bandit (MAB) [5], [6] setup has become an attractive modeling framework for many network applications as it allows a user to estimate the parameters and perform optimization throughout an online learning process. For this reason, there have been studies on this learning framework for optimizing different network applications, e.g., [7], [8] proposed MAB based policies to estimate the throughput of different channels in an opportunistic network and select the best channel to maximize the throughput and [9] designed budget limited crowdsensing policies based on MAB paradigms to maximize the revenue of a crowdsensing task.
However, all these learning policies are limited as they neglect the constraints or guarantee requirements in network application optimizations and only consider finding the optimal decision that maximizes the cumulative reward, e.g., (the channel throughput, the sensing revenue, etc.). The performance of these policies is merely measured by regret, the difference of the cumulative reward between a learning policy and the Oracle policy (or an optimal yet unrealizable policy) which always makes the optimal decision.

In fact, many real-world network application optimization tasks have some guarantee requirements (or constraints) in addition to the goal of seeking the optimal decision. Therefore, a decision maker may violate these guarantee requirements if he/she solely learns the parameters to optimize the applications. As an example, a secondary user in an opportunistic multichannel access network would select channels to not only maximize throughput but also try to ensure at least one free channel to use at each time slot to keep data transmission stable. In such a channel selection procedure, it is likely that the user cannot use any free channel in the selected channels at some time slots and thereby violate the guarantee requirement. Hence, there is a need to have an additional performance measure for a learning policy, which we call the violation, and it measures the cumulative violations of the guarantee requirement that a learning policy has made in the online learning process.

In this paper, we formulate the stochastic constrained MAB model with either time-varying or stochastic multi-level rewards to tackle the optimization task with a guarantee requirement in various network applications. Specifically, each arm is associated with multi-level rewards: a level-1 reward and a level-2 reward (can be further extended to level-n reward, \( n \geq 2 \)). The rewards at different levels can have different characteristics. In particular, the level-1 reward of an arm is stochastic (stationary) and the level-2 reward of an arm can be either time-varying or stochastic, and together they produce a compound reward. At each time slot, a decision maker selects \( m \) arms (actions) from \( M \) arms (1 \( \leq m \leq M \)), observes the level-1 and level-2 rewards from each of the \( m \) selected arms, and receives the compound rewards from the \( m \) selected arms. Moreover, to satisfy the guarantee requirement, there is a guarantee threshold \( \rho \) such that the total level-1 reward of the selected \( m \) arms should be at least \( \rho \). Our objective is to find learning policies to maximize the total compound reward as well as to keep the average total level-1 reward above the guarantee threshold \( \rho \). The key issue is to balance between maximizing the total compound reward (i.e., minimizing the regret) and satisfying the guarantee threshold constraint (i.e., keeping low violation). To achieve this, for the model with time-varying reward, we propose a constrained MAB policy, Learning with Guarantee with time-Varying rewards (LG-V), and for the model with stochastic reward, we propose another constrained MAB policy, Learning with Guarantee with Stochastic rewards (LG-S). Both policies have the attractive property in achieving sub-linear regret and violation bounds. To show the flexibility and applicability of our policies, we illustrate how LG-V and LG-S can be applied to several network applications, namely, (1) opportunistic multichannel selection, (2) data-guaranteed mobile crowdsensing, and (3) stability-guaranteed crowdsourced transcoding.

**Contributions.** (i) We formulate the stochastic constrained MAB model with either time-varying or stochastic multi-level rewards for network application optimizations with guarantee requirements. (ii) We design two new constrained MAB policies, LG-V for time-varying rewards and LG-S for stochastic rewards, by taking the guarantee requirement \( \rho \) into consideration with provable sub-linear regret and violation bounds. (iii) We show how LG-V and LG-S can be applied to three different network applications. (iv) We demonstrate the effectiveness of our LG-V and LG-S policies by comparing them with existing state-of-the-art policies and show that our policies achieve better application optimizations in terms of maximizing the cumulative compound reward while meeting the guarantee requirements. (v) We also show the impact of the variations of the parameters of LG-V and LG-S on the regrets and violations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The stochastic constrained MAB model with either time-varying or stochastic multi-level rewards is presented in Section 2. The detailed LG-V and LG-S policy designs and the proof of sub-linear regret and violation bounds are elaborated in Section 3. The applications of LG-V and LG-S and the comparison results are presented in Section 4. The impact of parameter variations of LG-V and LG-S on regret and violation are discussed in Section 5. Related work is given in Section 6. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 7.

### 2 Constrained Multi-Armed Bandit Model

In this section, we present the details of our stochastic constrained multi-armed bandit model with either time-varying or stochastic multi-level rewards.

Let \( M = \{1, \ldots, M\} \) denote the set of \( M \) arms. Each arm \( i \in M \) is associated with two unknown random processes, \( U_i(t) \) and \( V_i(t) \), \( t = 1, \ldots, T \). Specifically, \( U_i(t) \) characterizes the arm \( i \)'s level-1 reward and \( V_i(t) \) characterizes arm \( i \)'s level-2 reward.\(^1\) We assume that \( U_i(t), i \in M \) are stationary and independent across \( i \), and the probability distribution of \( U_i(t) \) for \( i \in M \) has a finite support. As for \( V_i(t), i \in M \), they are bounded across \( i \) and are modeled differently in different scenarios as follows,

\[
V_i(t) = \begin{cases} 
\text{time-varying, if arm } i \text{'s level-2 reward is time-varying}, \\
\text{stochastic, if arm } i \text{'s level-2 reward is stochastic.}
\end{cases}
\]

Without loss of generality, we normalize \( U_i(t) \in [0, 1] \) and \( V_i(t) \in [0, 1] \). We also assume that \( U_i(t) \) is independent of \( V_i(t) \) for \( i \in M \) and \( t = 1, \ldots, T \).

The random process \( U_i(t) \), is assumed to have unknown mean \( u_i = \mathbb{E}[U_i(t)] \). Similarly, \( V_i(t) \), if it is modeled as a stationary stochastic process, is assumed to have unknown mean \( v_i = \mathbb{E}[V_i(t)] \). Otherwise, \( V_i(t) \) can vary over time without following any probability distribution. \( u_i^t \) and \( v_i^t \) are the realizations of \( U_i(t) \) and \( V_i(t) \) at time \( t \), respectively, \( 1 \leq i \leq M \). Let \( u = (u_1, \ldots, u_M) \) and \( v = (v_1, \ldots, v_M) \).\(^2\) Let \( u_i = (u_i^1, \ldots, u_i^T) \) and \( v_i = (v_i^1, \ldots, v_i^T) \) denote the realization vectors at time \( t \) for the random processes \( U_i(t) \) and \( V_i(t) \), respectively for \( 1 \leq i \leq M \). Let \( p_i = (p_i^1, \ldots, p_i^T) \) be the probabilistic selection vector.

\(^1\) One can easily extend two level rewards to \( n \) level \((n \geq 2)\) rewards by associating each arm with \( n \) random processes.

\(^2\) All vectors defined in this paper are column vectors.
of the $M$ arms at time $t$, where $p_i^t \in [0, 1]$ is the probability of selecting arm $i$ at time $t$.

At time $t$, a set of $m$ ($1 \leq m \leq M$) arms $I(t) \in M$ ($|I(t)| = m$) is selected via a dependent rounding procedure [10], which guarantees the probability that arm $i$ is selected with probability $p_i^t$ at time $t$ (see Section 3). Thus, the number of selected arms is exactly $m$ at each time $t$, i.e., $1p_i^t = m$, where $1 = (1, \ldots, 1)$. For each arm $i \in I(t)$, the arm selection policy observes a level-1 reward $u_i^t$ generated by $U_i(t)$, as well as a level-2 reward $v_i^t$ generated by $V_i(t)$, and receives a compound reward. Specifically, the compound reward, $g_i^t$, of arm $i$ at time $t$ is generated by the random process $G_i(t) = U_i(t)V_i(t)$. Let $g_i^t = u_i^t v_i^t$, $1 \leq i \leq M$, and $g_i = (g_1, \ldots, g_M)$. Let $N_t$ be the number of times that arm $i$ is played before time $t$. The empirical average level-1 reward and the empirical average compound reward for arm $i$ are defined as $\bar{u}_i^t = \frac{\sum_{t \leq t < T} u_i^t}{N_t}$ and $\bar{g}_i^t = \frac{\sum_{t \leq t < T} g_i^t}{N_t}$, respectively. In addition, there is a preset guarantee threshold $\rho > 0$ such that the sum of the level-1 rewards needs to be above this threshold.

### 2.1 Regret

Our objective is to design learning policies to choose the selection vectors $p_i$ for $t = 1, \ldots, T$ for the stochastic constrained MAB model with either time-varying rewards or stochastic rewards such that the regret, which is also referred to as loss compared with the Oracle, is as small as possible.

For the constrained MAB model with time-varying rewards, in order to select the optimal arms, the Oracle should know the model parameters: $u$ and the time-varying $v_t$ at each time $t$. Thus it can select arms to maximize the cumulative compound rewards $\sum_{t = 1}^T g_t^i p_i$ while satisfying the constraint $u^t p_i \geq \rho$ at each time $t$. The regret of a learning policy $\pi$, which chooses the selection vector $p_i^\pi$ at each time $t$ is defined as

$$R_{\pi}(T) = \max_{u^t p_i \geq \rho} \sum_{t = 1}^T g_t^i p_i - \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t = 1}^T g_t^i p_i^\pi \right],$$

(1)

where the expectation is taken over the randomness of the policy $\pi_i$ in selecting the arms.

For the constrained MAB model with stochastic rewards, the Oracle can select the optimal arms with the optimal selection vector $p^\ast = \arg \max_{u^t p \geq \rho} u^t g$ with the knowledge of the model parameters: $u$ and $v$. In this case, the regret of a learning policy $\pi$, which chooses the selection vector $p_i^\pi$ at each time $t$ is defined as

$$R_{\pi}(T) = T g^\ast p^\ast - \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t = 1}^T g_t^i p_i^\pi \right].$$

(2)

where the Oracle always selects the optimal arms with $p^\ast$ throughout $T$ time slots and the expectation is taken over the randomness of the policy $\pi_i$ in selecting the arms.

### 2.2 Violation

A policy may violate the constraint when learning the model parameters to minimize its regret. Especially when a policy has little information about the arms at the early stage, it may choose selection vectors $p_i^t$ that violate the constraint $u^t p_i^t \geq \rho$.

To measure the overall violations of the constraint of the policy $\pi$, for the constrained MAB model with time-varying rewards at time $T$, the violation of $\pi$, is defined as

$$V_{\pi}(T) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t = 1}^T (\rho - u^t p_i^\pi) \right]^+,$$

(3)

where $[\cdot]^+ = \max(\cdot, 0)$ and only the non-negative part in the cumulative violation is taken into account.

Similarly, the violation of the policy $\pi_i$ for the constrained MAB model with stochastic rewards is defined as

$$V_{\pi_i}(T) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t = 1}^T (\rho - u^t p_i^\pi) \right]^+.$$  

(4)

As our MAB model is stochastic constrained by the stochastic-level 1 rewards, the violation in (4) is defined in the same way with the violation in (3). Note that the violations are defined by the clipped cumulative constraint in (3) and (4) because we concern about the long-term constraint satisfaction where a policy is allowed to violate the constraint for some rounds but satisfies the constraint in the long term for all $T$ rounds.

Regret and violation are two important metrics to measure the performance of an arm selection policy. In particular, a policy with a lower regret means that the policy can get closer to the Oracle, and a policy with a smaller violation means that the policy can satisfy the constraint better as time $t$ increases.

### 3 POLICY DESIGN

In this section, we explain in detail the design of our policies, Learning with Guarantee with time-Varying rewards (LG-V) and Learning with Guarantee with Stochastic rewards (LG-S), for the constrained bandit model described in Section 2. The implementations of the two policies are open source and available at [11]. The key idea of our policies is to balance between maximizing the total compound reward (or minimizing the regret in Eqs. (1) and (2)) and, at the same time, satisfying the guarantee threshold $\rho$ (or maintaining low violation in Eqs. (3) and (4)).

#### 3.1 LG With Time-Varying Rewards (LG-V)

The time-varying property of the rewards makes the policy design challenging. To make a well tradeoff between minimizing the regret and maintaining small violation, we consider the optimization problem

$$\min_{p_1^\pi, p_2^\pi, \ldots, p_T^\pi} R_{\pi_i}(T) \text{ subject to } (V_{\pi_i}(T))^2 \leq 0,$$

where $p_1^\pi, p_2^\pi, \ldots, p_T^\pi$ are the selection vectors at time $1, 2, \ldots, T$, respectively. To solve the problem above, we incorporate the theory of Lagrange method in constrained optimization into our LG-V design. We consider minimizing a Lagrange function that includes the regret and the violation with an adjustable penalty coefficient that increases when there is any non-zero violation. More specifically, our policy introduces a sub-linear bound for the Lagrange function of $R_{\pi_i}(T)$ and $V_{\pi_i}(T)$ in the following structure.
\[ R_{\pi}(T) + \lambda(T)(V_{\pi}(T) - V_{\pi_0})^2 \leq T^{1-\theta}, \quad 0 < \theta \leq 1, \]  
(5)

where \( \lambda(T) \) plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier. From (5), we derive a bound for \( R_{\pi}(T) \) in (6) and a bound for \( V_{\pi}(T) \) in (7) as

\[ R_{\pi}(T) \leq O(T^{1-\theta}), \]

\[ V_{\pi}(T) \leq \sqrt{O(T^{1-\theta} + mT)/\lambda(T)}, \]

where the bound for \( V_{\pi}(T) \) in (7) is for the fact that \(-R_{\pi}(T) \leq O(mT)\) for any policy \( \pi \). Here \( O(mT) \) is the loss of reward throughout \( T \) time slots in the worst case. With properly adjusted \( \lambda(T) \) and \( \theta \), both the regret and violation can be bounded by sub-linear functions of \( T \).

**Algorithm 1. LG With Time-Varying Rewards (LG-V)**

**Input:** \( M, \rho, \gamma, \eta, T \).

**Output:** a set of selected arms at each round.

**Init:** \( w_i = 1, \lambda_i = 0, \rho > 0, \beta = (1/m - \gamma/M)/(1 - \gamma), \xi = \gamma \eta \rho / (\eta + m) M \).

1. for \( t = 1, \ldots, T \) do
2. \( S_t = \emptyset, I_t = \emptyset \).
3. if \( \max_{i \in M} w_i^t \geq b \sum_{i=1}^M w_i^t \) then
4. Find \( \alpha_1 \) such that
\[ \alpha_1 / \left( \sum_{i=1}^M w_i^t \geq \alpha_1 + \sum_{i=1}^M w_i^t < \alpha_1 \right) = \beta. \]
5. Set \( S_t = \{ i : w_i^t \geq \alpha_1 \} \).
6. for \( i = 1, \ldots, M \) do
7. if \( i \in S_t \) then
8. Compute \( p_i^T \).
9. if \( i \in I_t \) then do
10. Compute \( p_i^T \).
11. for \( i = 1, \ldots, M \) do
12. \( \tilde{u}_i^t = \alpha_1 \) if \( i \in S_t \); otherwise, \( \tilde{u}_i^t = u_i^t \).
13. for \( i = 1, \ldots, M \) do
14. Compute \( p_i^T \).
15. if \( i \in I_t \) then do
16. Compute \( p_i^T \).
17. for \( i = 1, \ldots, M \) do
18. \( w_i^{t+1} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} u_i^t & \text{if } i \in S_t; \\ w_i^t \exp[\xi (\tilde{u}_i^t + \lambda_i u_i^t)] & \text{if } i \notin S_t. \end{array} \right. \)
19. \( \lambda_{t+1} = [(1 - \eta)(\lambda_1 - \xi (\tilde{u}_i^t + \lambda_i u_i^t))]^+. \)
20. function DependentRounding\( m, p \).
21. while exist \( i \neq p_i \in (0, 1) \) do
22. Find \( i, j \), such that \( p_i, p_j \in (0, 1) \).
23. \( \min(1 - p_i, p_j), b = \min(p_i, 1 - p_j) \).
24. \( p_i, p_j \) = \( \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} (p_i + a, p_j - a) & \text{with prob. } \frac{a}{a+b}; \\ (p_i - b, p_j + b) & \text{with prob. } \frac{b}{a+b}. \end{array} \right. \)
25. return \( T = \{ i | p_i = 1, 1 \leq i \leq M \} \).

3.2 LG With Stochastic Rewards (LG-S)

When the rewards are stochastic, it is possible to approach the optimal policy by using the reward history of the selected arms. Thus, we try to find the optimal selection vector in hindsight step by step in our LG-S design.

The LG-S policy is shown in Algorithm 2. Specifically, at line 4, LG-S first estimates the level-1 and compound reward using the upper confidence bounds (defined in [12]) with the helper function \( R(\mu, n) \). \( R(\mu, n) \) detailed at line 12 is a radius function of the empirical average reward \( \mu \) as defined in [13].
The key step of LG-S is line 7, where LG-S solves a linear optimization problem (8) to get the probabilistic selection vector \( \pi_t \) using the upper confidence bounds. The optimal solution to (8) is the optimal selection vector \( \pi_t^* \) in hindsight based on the current level-1 and level-2 reward estimations. Then, at line 8, given \( p_t, I_i \) is generated via the same DependentRounding rounding procedure with that in Algorithm 1. At line 10, the LG-S policy receives the two-level rewards \( u_i^t \) and \( v_i^t \) for arms in \( I_i \), and updates the empirical average rewards so as to get the upper confidence bounds in the next round.

In Algorithm 2, solving the linear optimization problem in (8) with \( M \) variables requires \((\text{poly}(M))\) operations [14]. All the inner for loops and the dependent rounding procedure can be completed in \( M \) operations. Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is \( O(\text{poly}(M)) \).

### Algorithm 2. LG With Stochastic Rewards (LG-S)

**Input:** \( M, m, p, T \).

**Output:** a set of selected arms at each round.

**Init:** \( \kappa = 72 \ln (MT^2) \), \( g_i = 0, u_i = 0, \) and \( N_i^t = 0, \forall i \).

1. for \( t = 1, 2, \ldots, T \) do
2. for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \) do
3. \( u_i^t = \min \{1, u_i^t + 2R(u_i^t, N_i^t + 1)\} \),
4. \( \hat{g}_i = \min \{1, \hat{g}_i + 2R(\hat{g}_i, N_i^t + 1)\} \),
5. end for
6. end for
7. end for
8. Solve the following linear optimization problem:

\[
p_t = \arg \max_{p_t \in \mathcal{P}} p_t^\top \mathcal{W}_t^t \rightarrow \text{Compute } p_t^*.
\]

Set \( p_t \in \mathcal{X} \) arbitrarily if (8) no feasible solution.

9. return \( \sqrt{\frac{\kappa}{\pi}} + \frac{\kappa}{\pi} \)

**Remark.** both the LG-V policy shown in Algorithm 1 and the LG-S policy shown in Algorithm 2 can run in a distributed fashion in a similar way to that in [15]. Each learning agent running LG-V or LG-S can gather the multi-level rewards by selecting different arms and share the estimations with other learning agents. In this way, the learning agents can accomplish optimization tasks collaboratively in network applications.

### 3.3 Regret and Violation Analysis

For our policy LG-V with time varying rewards shown in Algorithm 1, we have the following attractive property,

**Theorem 1.** Let \( \gamma = \min \left( \frac{1}{2}, \frac{2e-2(1+\eta)Mm \ln(M/m)}{m \ln(M/m)T^2/\eta} \right) \) and \( \eta = \frac{4(1-2)\gamma m}{\ln(1/\gamma)} \).

By running the LG-V policy \( \pi_v \) shown in Algorithm 1, we achieve sub-linear bounds for both the regret and violation as follows:

\[
R_{\pi_v}(T) \leq O(mM \ln(M/T^2)),
V_{\pi_v}(T) \leq O(\frac{1}{2}m^2M^2T^5).
\]

For our policy LG-S shown in Algorithm 2 with stochastic rewards, we can achieve much tighter upper bounds as follows:

**Theorem 2.** For all \( T > 0 \), let \( \kappa = 72 \ln (MT^2) \). By running the LG-S policy \( \pi_s \) shown in Algorithm 2, we have sub-linear bounds for both the regret and violation as follows:

\[
R_{\pi_s}(T) = O(M \sqrt{MT \ln T}),
V_{\pi_s}(T) = O(M \sqrt{MT \ln T}).
\]

We refer the interested readers to the supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TMC.2022.3173792, for the details of the proofs of the above theorems.

**Remark.** A good arm selection policy should have both sub-linear regret and sub-linear violation with respect to \( T \). If these two metrics are linear, it implies that the policy \( \pi \) is not learning from the history rewards of the selected arms. A simple example of such policies is the uniform arm selection policy, where any \( m \) arms are selected with equal probability. In this case, there would be a constant gap between such a random policy and the optimal policy. Thus, this uniform random policy would result in both linear regret and linear violation.

### 4 APPLICATIONS

To illustrate the flexibility and applicability of LG-V and LG-S, we describe several network applications with different guarantee requirements where LG-V and LG-S can be applied. For each application, we first describe the problem and map the problem to our stochastic constrained MAB model. Then we carry out simulations and compare LG-V and LG-S with existing state-of-the-art online learning policies to show the effectiveness of LG-V and LG-S in different application settings.

#### 4.1 Opportunistic Multichannel Selection

##### 4.1.1 Problem Description

We study the opportunistic multichannel selection problem in opportunistic channel access networks [1] where primary users are licensed and have priority to use the channels, while secondary users are unlicensed and should sense and use the available channels to avoid taking up the channels of primary users [16]. Consider a network consisting of \( M \) independent channels which are licensed to primary users who communicate according to a synchronous time slot structure. At each time slot, channels can be primary-free (unoccupied by primary users) but with unknown probabilities. These \( M \) channels also have unknown throughput/bandwidths at different time slots. Consider now a secondary user seeking opportunities of transmitting in the free slots of these \( M \) channels. With a limited sensing capability, a secondary user can only access a subset of \( m (1 \leq m \leq M) \) channels and observe the occupancies and throughputs of the accessed channels. To use as many primary-free channels as possible and also maximize one’s throughput, a sensible secondary user should take both the primary-free probabilities and the throughput of different channels into account in selecting the channels. On the one
hand, selecting channels that have higher throughput facilitates faster data transmission. On the other hand, selecting channels that have higher primary-free probabilities helps to establish a multichannel connection with a higher success rate. Therefore, to strike a balance between high throughput and high primary-free probability, a worthy problem for the secondary user to consider is to select channels that maximize the throughput and keep the average number of accessed primary-free channels above the guarantee threshold $\rho_1$.3

For example, in an opportunistic channel access network with $M = 10$ channels, let us suppose that the primary-free probabilities and the throughput of different channels are known as shown respectively in row 2 and row 3 of Table 1. (These are typical parameter settings for an opportunistic channel access network.) Note that the primary-free probabilities do not sum up to 1 as the channels are independent, and the throughput of each channel is normalized to [0,1]. At a time slot, a secondary user can only access $m = 3$ channels (e.g., channel #5, #6, and #9), identify the primary-free channels therein, transmit over and estimate the throughput of the accessed primary-free channels. In addition, selecting channel #5, #6, and #9 in Table 1 satisfies the guarantee exactly supposing that $\rho_1 = 1.5$.

This problem fits the general framework of our stochastic constrained MAB model regarding the $M$ channels as $M$ arms, the channel access probabilities as $u_i$, and the throughput of different channels as $v_i$, $1 \leq i \leq M$, for $t = 1, \ldots, T$. Here, $g_i$ is the compound throughput of the $M$ channels and $p_i$ is the probabilistic selection vector of the $M$ channels.

The constraint for the opportunistic multichannel selection problem is $u_i p_i \geq \rho_1$, where $u_i p_i$ represents the average number of primary-free channels at time $t$ and $\rho_1$ is the guarantee threshold.

### 4.1.2 Performance Evaluation

Now consider the opportunistic multichannel selection problem in the example above in the online learning context where a policy has to estimate all the parameters. The primary-free probabilities $u_i$ are taking from row 2 of Table 1 for $1 \leq i \leq 10$. In particular, channel $i$ is primary-free if a Bernoulli trial with success probability $u_i$ is successful (i.e., $u_i^* = \text{Bernoulli}(u_i) = 1$). Otherwise, channel $i$ is taken up by primary users if the trial is failed (i.e., $u_i^* = \text{Bernoulli}(u_i) = 0$) for $1 \leq i \leq 10$.

In the case that the channel throughput is time-varying, the throughput $v_i^t$ of channel $i$ is time-varying in an adversarial fashion defined as follows:

$$
v_i^{t+1} = \begin{cases} 
\max\{v_i^t + 0.01, v_i\}, & \text{if } u_i^t = 0, \\
\max\{v_i^t - 0.01, 0\}, & \text{if } u_i^t = 1,
\end{cases}
$$

for $t > 1$ and $v_i^1 = \text{Uniform}(0, v_i)$, where $v_i$ is taken in row 3 of Table 1, and $\text{Uniform}(0, v_i)$ generates a uniformly random sample in $[0, v_i]$. This time-varying pattern can model the competitions among the secondary users in selecting the channels. Specifically, if a channel is primary-free at a time slot, a secondary user can use the channel at this time slot, and the throughput of this channel would decrease for other secondary users in the next time slot. If a channel is taken up by primary users, then the channel’s potential throughput would be large if the channel becomes primary-free in the next time slot.

In the case that the channel throughput is stochastic, the throughput $v_i$ of channel $i$ is modeled as a $[0,1]$-truncated normal distributed variable with standard deviation 0.5 and mean $v_i$ taken in row 3 of Table 1 for $1 \leq i \leq 10$. This stochastic modeling of the channel throughput can be adopted in a stationary multichannel network where the primary users have fixed access patterns.

We compare our LG-V policy and LG-S policy with a modified version of the state-of-the-art online channel selection policy in [7]. It is worth noting there are many salient works besides [7], such as [8], [17], [18] that also considered online dynamic selection for secondary users. However, these works mainly focus on maximizing the throughput but neglect the importance of the guarantee threshold on the primary-free probabilities. Furthermore, they are limited to single-channel selection scenarios. Therefore, they cannot be generalized to much broader multichannel selection scenarios. For comparison purposes, we adapt the Continuous Sampling and Exploration (CSE) policy proposed in [7], which is a single-channel selection policy using the highest UCB (upper confidence bound [6]) index, to select multiple channels with the $m$ highest UCB indices of channel throughput estimations. Thus, we name the modified policy as CSE.M, where the letter M stands for multiple.

In our experiments, LG-V selects channels in the time-varying channel throughput case using Algorithm 1, and LG-S selects channels in the stochastic channel throughput case using Algorithm 2. For CSE.M, it always selects the top-3 channels with the highest UCB (upper confidence bound) indices $\delta_i^t + \sqrt{3\ln t/(2N_i^t)}$. As for the Oracle in the time-varying channel throughput case, it knows $u$ and $v_i$ and thus can calculate the optimal selection vector $p^*$ by solving $\max_{u,p}\{u \circ v_i\}^p$ at each time slot $t$.4 For the Oracle in the stochastic channel throughput case, it can compute the optimal $p^*$ by solving $\max_{u,p}\{u \circ v_i\}^p$ and select channels with at every time slot. Therefore, the Oracles in both cases can select channels that provide the maximum throughput and guarantee that the average total primary-free probability is at least $\rho_1$ by selecting the channels with the optimal selection vector at every time slot.

We run the simulation for $T = 10,000$ rounds and compare the cumulative/per-time-slot compound rewards (throughput) and violations of LG-V, LG-S and CSE.M averaged over 200 runs. Note that we do not compare their regrets because the regrets of LG-V, LG-S, and CSE.M are defined differently: the regret of LG-V in (1) and the regret of LG-S in (2) compare the reward with the constrained optimal

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel No.</th>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
<th>#4</th>
<th>#5</th>
<th>#6</th>
<th>#7</th>
<th>#8</th>
<th>#9</th>
<th>#10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary-Free Prob.</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Throughput</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
strategy while the regret of CSE.M compares the reward with unconstrained optimal strategy. In particular, for LG-V, the cumulative compound reward at $t$ is calculated by $\sum_{i=1}^{t} g_i^r$; the cumulative compound reward of the Oracle is calculated by $\sum_{i=1}^{t} (u_i \circ v_i)^p_i$. For LG-S, the cumulative compound reward at $t$ is calculated in the same way with LG-V; the cumulative compound reward of the Oracle at $t$ is calculated by $(t(u \circ v_i)^p_i)$. The per-time-slot compound reward at $t$ is the ratio between the cumulative compound reward and $t$. Besides, the long-term cumulative violation at $t$ is calculated by $(\sum_{i=1}^{t} (\rho_i - \sum_{i \in \mathcal{G}_i} u_i))$ and the per-time-slot violation at $t$ is the ratio between the cumulative violation and $t$.

Fig. 1 shows the cumulative/per-time-slot compound rewards (throughput) and cumulative/per-time-slot violations of LG-V, and CSE.M in the time-varying channel throughput case. As shown in Fig. 1a, the cumulative compound reward of LG-V almost coincides with the cumulative compound reward of the Oracle at each time slot. To gain more insight, as shown in Fig. 1b, the per-time-slot compound reward of LG-V is decreasing and smaller than that of the Oracle in the first few time slots ($t \leq 237$). This is because before this time slot, LG-V does not have enough knowledge about the primary-free probabilities and throughput of the channels thereby selecting the channels that have low compound rewards/throughput but are less likely to violate the guarantee threshold $\rho_1$.

As shown in Fig. 1c, the per-time-slot compound reward of LG-V is closer to that of the Oracle than that of CSE.M. In Fig. 1d, the per-time-slot compound reward of LG-S is smaller than that of the Oracle when LG-S is learning about the channel parameters ($t \leq 2641$). After $t = 2641$, the per-time-slot compound reward of LG-S stays the same with that of the Oracle as it finds the optimal channel selection vector. Figs. 2a and 2b also demonstrate that LG-S achieves much smaller cumulative violations and per-time-slot violations than CSE.M by obeying the threshold constraint on the primary-free probabilities. In particular, the cumulative violation of LG-S stops increasing as LG-S can find the optimal channel selection vector and no longer violates the constraint after $t = 2641$.

Therefore, our simulation shows that LG-V is effective in selecting channels with time-varying channel throughput and LG-S is effective in selecting channels with stochastic channel throughput for the opportunistic multichannel selection problem with the guarantee threshold $\rho_1$.

4.2 Data-Guaranteed Mobile Crowdsensing

4.2.1 Problem Description

In the paradigm of mobile crowdsensing, different individuals/participants with sensing and computing devices are organized to collect data for a specific sensing task [2]. For example, smart phone users have been organized to use the equipped gravity sensors on their phones to detect earthquakes in [19]. Due to the heterogeneity of the mobile crowdsensing participants and the variability of manufacturing quality of the sensing devices, both the amount and the quality of collected data can vary randomly from different participants and different mobile sensing devices [20]. Thus, the amount of qualified data (or useful data), which is the product of the amount of data and the quality of data, also varies across different participants. Hence, a task organizer has to carefully choose participants in order to collect both massive and high quality (i.e., low-level of corruption or noise) sensing data. In many mobile crowdsensing tasks, task organizers have to choose multiple participants. For example, for dust level sensing in a large city, the task organizer needs to select several participants to cover a sensing area [9]. In addition, the participant selection procedure should be performed for multiple times instead of one time due to the randomness in collecting the sensing data. More importantly, when choosing a participant, the task organizer must consider both the...
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amount of sensing data and the quality of sensing data that the participant can gather for two reasons: first, a larger amount of data makes the data more statistically significant; second, higher quality of data means the data is less corrupted or noisy. Therefore, the task organizer should consider selecting participants that maximize the total amount of qualified data and keep the average total amount of collected data above the guarantee requirement $\rho_2$.

Now consider selecting $m$ participants from $M$ candidate participants for a crowdsensing task in $T$ time slots. Our LG-V policy can be applied by taking the $M$ candidate participants as $M$ arms, the amount of data participant $i$ can gather as $u_i$, the quality of data participant $i$ can provide as the time-varying $v_i^t$, for $1 \leq i \leq M$ and $t = 1, \ldots, T$. Our LG-S policy can be applied similarly by taking the quality of data participant $i$ as a stochastic random variable $v_i$, for $1 \leq i \leq M$. Here, $g_i$ represents the amount of qualified data that the $M$ candidates can gather and $p_i$ is the probability selection vector of the $M$ candidates.

The constraint for the data-guaranteed mobile crowdsensing problem is $u_i^t p_i \geq \rho_2$, where $u_i^t p_i$ represents the amount of total collected data at time slot $t$ and $\rho_2$ is the guarantee threshold.

4.2.2 Performance Evaluation

Consider selecting $m = 10$ participants from $M = 100$ candidate participants with $\rho_2 = 6$, i.e., no less than 6 units of data is collected at each time slot, for $T = 20,000$ slots. The amount of data that participant $i$ can gather is modeled as a Bernoulli random variable with mean $u_i$ uniformly random generated in $[0,1,0.8]$, i.e., $u_i = \text{Uniform}(0.1,0.8)$ and $u_i^t = \text{Bernoulli}(u_i)$, for $t \geq 1, 1 \leq i \leq 100$.

In the case that the quality of data is time-varying, the quality of data for each participant $i$, $v_i^t$, is time-varying as follows:

$$v_i^{t+1} = \begin{cases} v_i^t, & \text{if } u_i^t = 0, \\ v_i^t - 50/T, & \text{if } u_i^t = 1 \text{ and } v_i^t \geq 50/T, \\ v_i^t, & \text{if } u_i^t = 1 \text{ and } v_i^t < 50/T, \\ \end{cases}$$

for $1 \leq i \leq 100$, $t > 0$ and $v_i^0 = \text{Uniform}(0,1)$. This time-varying fashion can well model the sensing quality change due to the sensing device degradation when a device is used in multiple-round sensing [21].

In the case that the quality of data is stochastic, the quality of data for each participant $i$, $v_i$, is modeled as a $[0,1]$-truncated normal distributed random variable with standard deviation 0.5 and mean $v_i = v_i^t$ for $1 \leq i \leq 100$. This modeling can be used in a stochastic sensing environment where the mobile sensing participants are in designate sensing areas.

For both cases, we compare LG-V and LG-S with one of the state-of-the-art policies, Learning with Linear Rewards (LLR), proposed in [22] which is an effective multi-armed bandit policy for selecting multiple arms using UCB indices. Specifically, LLR selects the 10 highest UCB indices $d_i^t + \sqrt{(m+1) \ln t / N_i^t}$. The Oracles of LG-V and LG-S are calculated in the same way as in Section 4.1, and we use the methods described in Section 4.1 to calculate the cumulative/per-time-slot compound rewards and violations. We would like to point out that there is a novel online budget limited policy which stops learning once the budget is exceeded proposed in [9]. LG-V and LG-S, on the contrary, are non-stopping policies with no budget limitation.

The results averaged over 200 runs are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Both the cumulative (Figs. 3a and 4a) and the per-time-slot (Figs. 3b and 4b) compound rewards of LG-V and LG-S are getting closer the Oracle after some time slots. This means LG-V for the time-varying data quality case and LG-S for the stochastic data quality case can both learn the amount of data and the quality of data accurately. Thus LG-V and LG-S both can make judicious participant selections after...
some time. The cumulative/per-time-slot rewards of LLR are larger than the Oracle as LLR only maximizes the amount of qualified data and ignores the data-guarantee requirement. Therefore, LLR has larger cumulative/per-time-slot violations than LG-V (LG-S) as shown in Fig. 3c (Fig. 4c) and Fig. 3d (Fig. 4d). Thus, this simulation shows the effectiveness of LG-V and LG-S in selecting participants for the data-guaranteed mobile crowdsensing problem with the guarantee threshold $\rho_3$.

### 4.3 Stability-Guaranteed Crowdsourced Transcoding

#### 4.3.1 Problem Description

Attracted by the increasing popularity of live video streaming, many amateur broadcasters join in the live streaming platforms and produce video contents with different qualities (720p, 1080p, etc.) and codecs (H.264, H.265, etc.). To better serve their viewers with real-time live streaming, live streaming platforms have to transcode the video contents into industrial standard representations [3]. Due to the computation-intensive nature of video transcoding, these platforms start to resort to the crowdsourced transcoding model, where a platform can offload video transcoding assignments to viewers with computing devices [3]. To assign a transcoding assignment to viewers, a platform has to check whether the viewers are available for the assignment and examine the viewers’ (devices’) computing power. On the one hand, as the online durations of viewers are different, the availability probabilities of viewers are also different. In addition, the computing power of different viewers can be affected by the viewers’ behaviors and different hardware configurations. Therefore, the effective computing power of a viewer, which can be represented by the product of the viewer’s availability probability and the viewer’s computing power, varies from viewer to viewer. On the other hand, the platform has to assign the task to a limited number of viewers as it has a limited online viewer capacity. Hence, the platform has to schedule the transcoding assignment to viewers in a multi-round fashion since the assignment cannot be completed in one time due to the variability of viewers’ availability probabilities and computing power. Moreover, the platform has to consider both the viewers’ availability probabilities and computing power in scheduling the transcoding assignment. A higher total availability probability means more viewers can participate in transcoding at each round to keep live stream transcoding stable without any interruption. Alternatively, larger total effective computing power means the platform can transcode more live streaming videos. Therefore, the platform should consider selecting viewers that would maximize the total effective computing power while guaranteeing the average number of available viewers above $\rho_3$.

Formally, let us consider selecting $m$ viewers from $M$ regular viewers for a crowdsourced transcoding assignment in $T$ time slots. Thus, LG-V can be applied by considering $M$ viewers as $M$ arms, the viewers’ availability probabilities as $u_i$, and the viewers’ computing power as the time-varying $v_i^t$ at $t$, $1 \leq i \leq M$ and $t = 1, \ldots, T$. LG-S can also be applied except that the viewer $i$’s computing power is taken as a stochastic random variable $v_i^t$ for $1 \leq i \leq M$. Here, $g_i$ is the effective computing power of the $M$ viewers and $p_i$ is the probability selection vector of the $M$ viewers.

The constraint for the stability-guaranteed crowdsourced transcoding problem is $u^t_i p_i \geq \rho_3$, where $u^t_i p_i$ represents the number of available viewers at time slot $t$ and $\rho_3$ is the guarantee threshold.

#### 4.3.2 Performance Evaluation

Consider selecting $m = 4$ viewers from $M = 15$ regular viewers and setting $\rho_3 = 2.5$, i.e., at least 2.5 viewers are available at each time slot, for $T = 12,000$ slots. In particular, viewer $i$’s availability probability is modeled as a Bernoulli random variable with mean $u_i$ generated with a uniform distribution with in $[0.2, 0.9]$, i.e., $u_i = \text{Uniform}(0.2, 0.9)$, and $u_i^t = \text{Bernoulli}(u_i)$.

In the case that the viewers’ computing power are time-varying, viewer $i$’s computing power is modeled as a time-varying variable $v_i^t$ as follows:

$$v_i^{t+1} = v_i^t [1 + \sin (2\pi t/24)]/2,$$

for $t > 1$ and $v_i^t = \text{Uniform}(0, 1)$, $1 \leq i \leq 15$. This sinusoidal-varying pattern [23] can capture the periodic (hourly or daily) change of a viewer’s computing power.

In the case that the viewers’ computing power are stochastic, viewer’s computing power $v_i^t$ is modeled as a $[0, 1]$-truncated normal distributed variable with standard deviation 0.5 and mean $v_i^t = v_i^t$ for $1 \leq i \leq 15$. This modeling can be employed to capture the variations of the viewer’s computing power in the long run.

We notice that [3] proposes a smart scheduling scheme to select viewers for crowdsourced transcoding. However, it requires prior knowledge of viewers’ availability probabilities and therefore does not fit into the online learning framework. For evaluation purpose, we compare another state-of-the-art online learning policy, multi-play Thompson sampling (MP-TS) [24], with LG-V and LG-S. In our simulation, MP-TS selects the top-4 arms ranked by the posterior samples sampled from the Beta distributions, $\text{Beta}(A_i, B_i)$.


\[ 1 \leq i \leq 15. \] Particularly, \( A_i = B_i = 1 \) at \( t = 1 \). At time \( t > 1 \), by performing a Bernoulli trial with success probability \( g_i(t) \) for each arm \( i \) that is selected at \( t \), \( A_i \) increases by 1 if the result is 1, otherwise, \( B_i \) increases by 1. Similarly, we calculate the Oracle, the cumulative/per-time-slot compound rewards, and violations in the same way as described in Section 4.1.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the results of our simulation averaged over 200 runs. From Figs. 5a and 5b in the time-varying computing power case, we see both the cumulative reward and the per-time-slot reward of LG-V are approaching the Oracle gradually. This indicates that LG-V is as superior in maximizing effective computing power as the Oracle does while learning the availability probabilities and computing power of viewers. Figs. 6a and 6b demonstrate the same results of LG-S in the stochastic computing power case. MP-TS focuses on maximizing the effective computing power so that it even has a higher compound reward than the Oracle. But by doing so, it violates the guarantee threshold as shown in Figs. 5c, 5d, 6c and 6d. On the contrary, in both cases, LG-V and LG-S have much lower cumulative/per-time-slot violations and their per-time-slot violations keep decreasing to zero. Thus, this simulation shows the effectiveness of LG-V and LG-S in selecting viewers for the stability-guaranteed crowdsourced transcoding problem with the guarantee threshold \( \rho_3 \).

### 5 Discussions

In this section, we first demonstrate the tradeoff between the reward and violation of LG-V and LG-S and other algorithms in the three applications. We also show the impact of the parameter variations, namely, the guarantee threshold \( \rho \) and the number of selected arms \( m \) on the regrets and violations of LG-V and LG-S.

#### 5.1 Reward and Violation Tradeoff

To put things into perspective, we compare the ratios between the cumulative compound rewards and the cumulative violations of LG-V, LG-S and other algorithms for the three applications. Such ratios show how much reward an algorithm can gain for each unit violation it has made. The experiment results are averaged over 200 runs of each algorithm and illustrated in Figure 7.

Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c show that LG-V achieves a higher reward/violation ratio than the other algorithms in the three different network applications. Similarly, LG-S can also achieve a higher reward/violation ratio than the other algorithms as shown in Figs. 8a, 8b and 8c. This means that LG-V and LG-S both achieve a better tradeoff between rewards and violations and accumulates most reward for each unit violation they incur.

#### 5.2 Impact of Parameter Variations

In this subsection, we study the impact of variations of the guarantee threshold \( \rho_1 \) and the number of arms \( m \) selected at each time slot on the regrets and violations of LG-V and LG-S by applying it to the opportunistic multi-channel selection application where the parameter \( M \) is fixed (\( M = 10 \)). Similar results can be found in the other two applications and therefore these results are omitted for conciseness. • Impact of variations of \( \rho \): To study the impact of variations of \( \rho_1 \) on the regret and violation, we run LG-V and LG-S using the parameter setting \( m = 5 \) and vary \( \rho_1 \) from 0.5 to 2.5 with the step size 0.5. (Here we have ensured that there exist channels that can satisfy the threshold constraint \( \rho_1 = 2.5 \)) Specifically, the regret of LG-V is calculated by \( \sum_{t=1}^T \sum_{i \in I_t} [g_i^* - g_i^t] \) and the regret of LG-S is calculated by \( \sum_{t=1}^T \sum_{i \in I_t} g_i^t \). For each of LG-V and LG-S, we obtain the cumulative regret and cumulative violation at the end of \( T = 50,000 \). The regrets of LG-V and LG-S in Fig. 9a are decreasing as \( \rho_1 \) increases because the number of possible choices
(search space) for the $m$ channels decreases as the number of channels satisfying the guarantee threshold decreases. As shown in Fig. 9b, the violations of LG-V and LG-S increase but the regrets decrease as $\rho_1$ increases. The violations increase because the threshold constraint $\rho_1$ is getting larger and more difficult to satisfy.\footnote{Impact of variations of $m$. To study the impact of variations of $m$ on the regret and violation, we run LG-V and LG-S using the parameter setting $\rho_1 = 1.2$ and vary $m$ from 2 to 6 with the step size 1. We obtain the cumulative regrets and cumulative violations of LG-V and LG-S at the end of $T = 50,000$. The result is shown in Fig. 10. The regrets of both LG-V and LG-S shown in Fig. 10a increase as $m$ increases because the number of possible choices, i.e., the size of the search space, for the $m$ channels increases; the violations of both LG-V and LG-S shown in Fig. 10b decrease as $m$ increases because the constraint ($\rho_1 = 1.2$) on the total number of available channels is easier to satisfy when the number of selected channels increases.}

6 RELATED WORK

There have been extensive studies regarding the online learning framework using multi-armed bandit model since the pioneering works [5], [6]. In this literature, our formulation of the stochastic multi-armed bandit model is related to the multi-armed bandit models with multiple plays, where multiple arms are selected at each time slot. [23] presents the Exp3.M algorithm to select multiple arms using exponential weights. [26] proposes the CUCB algorithm that selects multiple arms with the highest upper confidence bound (UCB) indices. [24] presents the multi-play Thompson Sampling algorithm (MP-TS) for arms with binary rewards. Our model differs from these multi-armed bandit models as we further consider the stochastic constraint or the guarantee requirement in selecting the multiple arms. Note that the constraint in our model is very different from that in the bandit with budgets [2], [27], [28], [29] and the bandit with knapsacks [30]. For these works, the optimal stopping time is considered since no arm can be selected/played if the budget/knapsack constraints are violated. However, the constraint in our model does not pose such restrictions and the arm selection procedure can continue without stopping. Our constraints, are in fact, related to the QoS guarantees of applications. This makes our problem more challenging as we need to consider the violations of the guarantee requirement introduced by such a non-stopping arm selection procedure. Our model also differs from the thresholding bandit in [31] which finds the best set of arms whose means are all above a given threshold through pure
explorations. Instead, the objective of our model is to select arms that maximize the cumulative compound rewards while satisfying the guarantee requirement. Our constrained MAB model is related to but different from the bandit model considered in [32] which tries to balance regret and violation. They only consider selecting a single arm without any time-varying multi-level rewards. Some other studies [33], [34] consider MAB models with non-stochastic rewards but neglect the possibility that rewards can be stochastic. While in our work, we consider how to select multiple arms and each arm is associated with either time-varying or stochastic multi-level rewards, making our model more flexible and better fit different network optimization problems.

There is another line of research on online learning framework using reinforcement learning techniques such as Markov decision process (MDP) to learn unknown parameters in time-varying or stochastic environments [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. These works consider multiple states of actions (arms) and learn the parameters in different states to cope with different environments. However, such techniques are not suitable in time-varying and possibly adversarial environments where the states of actions cannot be well defined. Therefore, we consider stateless arms and design an exponential weight update policy (LG-V) and an upper confidence bound policy (LG-S) to adapt to the time-varying environments and stochastic environments, respectively. Thanks to such a stateless model, our two policies can find the optimal arms by learning the arms’ stateless rewards efficiently. In contrast, other reinforcement learning techniques usually require a large amount of data and time to explore large state-action space to find the optimal strategy.

Due to the effectiveness of the online learning policies in finding the optimal decision and learning the unknown application parameters, a lot of works have incorporated them into network application optimizations. In [7], [8], [17], the authors consider selecting the single-best channel to maximize the throughput in opportunistic multichannel access networks, and [18] designs an online dynamic channel access policy. [22] proposes a combinatorial optimization framework based on UCB for graphs with unknown weights. [40] proposes a bandit learning algorithm with predicted context for virtual machine scheduling on cloud platforms. [41] formulates a multi-armed bandit based offload path selection scheme in edge unmanned aerial vehicle networks. In [42], we present preliminary results on the CMAB model with time-varying rewards for network application optimizations, and we extend the work here to capture broader network applications by considering a CMAB model with stochastic rewards. [43] designs an MAB-based learning algorithm for computation offloading in heterogeneous vehicular edge networks. [44] presents a CMAB-based approach for stochastic network utility maximization. [2] consider a CMAB model for worker recruitment in heterogeneous mobile crowdsensing. These works have been shown to be effective in different applications. However, they neglect the guarantee requirements in real-world network applications, where our policies can be applied and achieve better performance in terms of maximizing the cumulative compound reward while meeting the constraint.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we formulate the stochastic constrained MAB model with either time-varying or stochastic multi-level rewards for network application optimizations. We take into account the guarantee requirement and design two constrained MAB policies, LG-V for time-varying rewards and LG-S for stochastic rewards. We prove that both policies can achieve sub-linear regret and violation bounds. We apply LG-V and LG-S to three real-world network applications and show that our policies achieve better performance in terms of larger cumulative rewards (close to the Oracle) and smaller violations (close to zero) compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms.

There are several potential limitations in our work. First, our constrained MAB model only considers linear constraints, which may limit its applicability in network applications with nonlinear constraints. Second, our policies rely on the proper (i.e., time-varying or stochastic) assumptions on the rewards. For example, LG-S can achieve performance in accord with our theoretical results only if the rewards are stochastic instead of time-varying. Future work should address the limitations. In particular, future research should consider convex or concave constraints in real-world applications. It would also be interesting to design a single policy that has sub-linear regret and violation in both the time-varying and the stochastic environments. In addition, future research should explore other reinforcement learning techniques and develop dedicated distributed policies for distributed systems.
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